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ERSE APPROVES THE PASS-THROUGH OF EDPD’S 

2003 AND 2004 RESTRUCTURING COSTS 

On the 8th of August 2003, the Energy Services Regulatory 

Authority (“ERSE”), the Portuguese regulator for the energy 

sector, publicly announced its decision on the request made 

by EDP Distribuição Energia, S.A. (“EDPD”) for an 

extraordinary tariff revision in 2003 and changes to the 

“regulatory parameters” regarding the 2002 to 2004 tariff 

framework.  

Subsequent to EDPD’s proposal, ERSE accepted to allow 

Portugal’s electricity distribution company the pass-through 

to the final tariffs of any investments to be made by EDPD 

within the 2003 and 2004 Human Resources Rationalization 

Programme. This investment, which was capped by ERSE to 

Eur. 485.7 million, will be depreciated, and passed through 

to the electricity tariffs, over a 20-year period starting in 

2005. In contrast, ERSE has not approved a backdated 

equal treatment for the costs associated with a similar 

Human Resources Rationalization Programme that has been 

implemented by EDPD between 1998 and 2002. 

In light of the general guidelines made public by ERSE 

regarding EDPD’s restructuring costs, the Board of EDP 

would like to inform that: 

1. So far, the lack of clarity in what regards the regulatory 

treatment to be given to the costs incurred by EDPD in   

its  effort  to  reduce  its  headcount  has  restrained the  
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company’s ability in its quest for improved efficiency and increased 

modernization; 

2. The current ruling by ERSE that, for the first time, acknowledges that costs related 

to additional reductions in EDPD’s workforce should be considered as a regulated 

cost for purposes of setting-up electricity tariffs, represents a major break-through 

on the sector’s regulatory clarity both for EDP’s management and to its 

shareholders and clients; 

3. The fact that EDPD can immediately proceed with the implementation of the 2003 

and 2004 Human Resources Rationalization Programme, with the confidence that 

up to Eur. 485 million will be accepted for regulatory purposes by ERSE, provides a 

valuable management tool that allows the mobilization of EDPD and all EDP Group 

companies towards the implementation of a new modernization cycle, and the 

inherent redesign of processes and procedures, which results will necessarily be 

positive to EDP’s clients, shareholders and workers; 

4. The new modernization cycle that now begins, has to be detailed and implemented 

in harmony with EDP’s tradition of close cooperation with its workers, either directly 

or through their representatives, in the search for consensus and with complete 

transparency in what regards the definition of the best available options to be 

carried-on under a socially responsible atmosphere; 

5. ERSE’s non-acceptance, for regulatory purposes, of the restructuring costs 

associated with the Human Resources Rationalization Programme implemented by 

EDPD between 1998 and 2002, will request from EDPD an additional effort to 

maximize all potential benefits arising from the now approved restructuring plan so 

that it can leverage on its past effort in what regards the reduction of its 

headcount; 

6. In due time EDP will inform the market on the implementation schedule and the 

operational details of the new modernization plan. 
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